
23:00
viktor & kader
This duo from Vienna, Austria combines the elegance of the violin with 
classical acoustic guitar.  The result is really spectacular! As a fun fact, they 
previously played for Vienna’s Symphony Orchestra

la ribera bilbao
friday, saturday, sunday

lorelei green
Two guitar and some amazing vocals, this trio from Bilbao does not leave 
anyone unmoved. They cover well-known movie soundtracks with a pop-rock 
approach. In a couple of months they will began their European tour.

charles cooper
Newly arrived from Ohio, USA Charles Cooper is the king of Hip hop, saxophone 
and improvisation. A completely new and original sound that accompanied by a 
DJ will make you dance all night

DON‘T FORGET!MUSIC NIGHTS

ALL WEEKEND
MUSICAL POSTERS EXHIBITION

dock
free of charge

Visit Dock during the weekend and enjoy with the best music film’s posters 
from around the world. You can see and learn about the different movies and 
the showcased artwork. 
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Friday saturday sunday

18:00 bilborock

OPENING CEREMONY
Let’s begin! The director of the festival and the jury will open the first edition 
offering a welcome speech. After that Julien Temple’s Glastonbury (2006) 
documentary will be showcased.

spanish, basque, english

21:00
showroom - short film showcase
Enjoy the first 20 short films (3 sessions) in an original designer store. You 
can try on high-end clothes, sit in one of its comfortable sofas or enjoy 
see-through roof while you watch the screenings. 

17:00
READ & SEE - SHORT FILM SHOWCASE
Do you like comics? Are you a collector of action figures? Enjoy the most 
iconic comic shop in Bilbao while enjoying the selected 5 animation short films. 
All of them feature music stars so dress up as your favourite singer or band. 

20:00
COOKING NIGHT - SHORT FILM SHOWCASE
Time to cook! Learn how to prepare the best pintxos using local products 
while you enjoy the music and storyline of 5 short films. You can also chat and 
network with the artist and filmmakers during this event.

22:00
OPEN YOUR DISCOBOX
Nothing better than a DJ, beer and music videos to finish a Saturday night! 
Bilbao’s old biscuit factory hosts the showcased of the first selected music 
videos of the festival. 

sponsored by

persuade bilbao
free of charge

ESPACIO OPEN
FREE OF CHARGE

LA RIBERA BILBAO
FREE OF CHARGE

Almacén Secreto Comics 
FREE OF CHARGE

16:00
artsy - SHORT FILM SHOWCASE
Cinema being the seventh art there is not better way to finish the short film 
showcase than in a gallery. Enjoy the final 10 short films while two painters 
interpret the different them in watercolour.

22:00
closing ceremony
This is a wrap! Showcased of the final 10 music videos. The jury will handle the 
awards to the best short film and music video. After the ceremony, there will 
be a networking event with the jury and filmmakers.

dock
spanish, basque, english

la cosmos
FREE OF CHARGE


